Switching
Convention
BY KILEIGH SHEA, SE, PE

LOOK EAST DOWN 4TH STREET from the main northsouth artery of Congress Avenue in downtown Austin, Texas, and
you will see an array of tall white steel pipes, fanning outward at a
slight angle, floating 50 ft above the street below.
Look closer and you might see people weaving between these
slender pipes. This sculptural art piece has changed the downtown
skyline of Austin, known for music, innovation, and technology—
and now, distinctive sky bridges.
As Austin experiences a construction boom that has resulted in
many new hotels rising throughout the downtown area, the Hilton
Austin was looking to increase its competitiveness as the city’s primary convention center hotel. As part of a total hotel renovation
and remodel, as well as a revitalization of the Austin Convention
Center district, the Hilton and convention center hired Gensler to
design an outdoor event space and a sky bridge between the two
buildings. This new 1,800-sq.-ft elevated balcony is fully supported
on the existing Hilton and provides additional entertainment space
for the hotel, as well as access to the Hilton Overhead Walkway,
the artistic open-air sky bridge spanning nearly 100 ft across the
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busy street 50 ft below. This direct connection between the two
buildings, using 90 tons of steel in all, increases the usable conference space of the convention center as well as its competiveness,
allowing for larger conferences to consider it as a possible venue—
while also providing safer access over 4th Street for pedestrians.

Overcoming Opposition

On any given day, the streets of downtown Austin are busy,
energetic, and filled with pedestrians ranging from out-of-town
vacationers or conference attendees, to local business people and
university students. This vibrant street life adds to the character of Austin, and the city council’s long-standing perception of
sky bridges is that they detract from the pedestrian experience
and lead visitors away from streetscape and the city itself. This
perception is why only a handful of sky bridges exist in the city
today—and also why the Hilton Overhead Walkway initially
faced intense opposition.
With this in mind, the design team and the general contractor committed to a design that more resembled a sculptural art

In downtown Austin, a new
steel sky bridge over a major
thoroughfare is designed to
connect its lofty users with the
vibrant street life below.

above and left: In the course of one weekend, the bridge was transported
down 4th Street on self-propelled mobile transporters, where a 900-ton
erection crane lifted it into place.
below: The Hilton Overhead Walkway, which uses 90 tons of structural
steel, connects the Hilton Austin and the Austin Convention Center above
a vibrant section of the city’s 4th Street.
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installation rather than a traditional pedestrian bridge. The completely open-air walkway
was an unconventional shape, incorporated skyline views and was open to the public to
invite non-conference attendees and non-hotel guests to experience the Austin skyline
from 50 ft above street level. The team also highlighted the safety factor. Without a bridge,
conference attendees cross a busy multi-modal street that includes heavy car, pedestrian,
and bike traffic, as well as the outdoor main station for the MetroRail, Austin’s commuter
train line, which has long term plans to add additional train lines to this stop.
A bridge design that acknowledges Austin’s artistic roots and connects people to the
city rather than secluding them from it, paired with the obvious need for safety provisions,
led to the project’s approval.

Challenging Geometry

The balcony and walkway connect to the sixth floor of the Hilton and the third (top)
level of the Austin Convention Center. To complicate matters, the convention center has
an existing expansion joint passing directly through the new bridge connection point,
resulting in the bridge actually joining three buildings together instead of two.
One of the design requirements for this new bridge was that the construction would have
minimal impact on the existing buildings, and that the hotel and convention center would be
fully operational during all phases of the construction. Having been the original engineer of
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above and left: The balcony and walkway connect to the
sixth floor of the Hilton and the third (top) level of the Austin
Convention Center, 50 ft above street level.

record (EOR) for the existing hotel, Walter P Moore advised
on possible connection points to the existing structure, and
it was determined the walkway could be fully supported off a
single corner column on the Hilton side. The bridge geometry and existing conditions of the convention center at the
existing terrace presented many support issues. Since retrofitting the existing structure was not an option, two new concrete columns and new foundations were installed on the outside of the convention center, and a new built-up W36×262
with side plates was installed to support the bridge bottom
chord and transfer the bridge loads to the new columns.
There is an 11-ft elevation different between the connection points of the two buildings, meaning that the bridge
had to cross perpendicular to the street below, a straight-run
distance of only 92 ft. This horizontal distance was not long
enough to comply with ADA slope and landing requirements, so the length of the walkway on the bridge needed
to be increased, while the straight-run distance remained
unchanged. The final walkway layout incorporated two
switchbacks, which added an additional 90 ft of walkway
length. The cantilevered perimeter walkways allow pedestrians to have unobstructed views of the downtown skyline
before the first switchback, where pedestrians cross into the
interior of the structure and walk inside the main truss system and the 79 30-ft tall 6-in. OD hollow structural sections
(HSS) that fan out from the midspan of the bridge at 0.44°.
On the final switchback, the sloping walkway meets up with
a cantilevered staircase to allow pedestrians the option of a
straight-run between the two existing buildings.

Boundary Conditions

While assigning boundary conditions and fixity during
analysis can always present some difficulty, it was especially
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Details of the top chord slide bearing connection. Connections on the convention center side used various slide and pot bearings to accommodate the lateral movement of the bridge due to wind, as well as the building’s differential movement.

challenging for a bridge with unique geometry that was connecting
three separate existing buildings.
The bridge design and connections to the existing structures
needed to allow for movement due to thermal expansion of the
exposed steel, lateral translation of the bridge due to wind loads,
and differential movement between the buildings. Since the Hilton
had more reserve capacity to support the bridge than the convention center, the only fully pinned connection was at the bottom
chord on the Hilton side. Slide bearings were utilized at the top
chord connection on the Hilton side since this connection was
located at mid-height on a two-story column, thereby eliminating
the point moment on the column due to the large force couple
between the top and bottom chords. The slide bearing connection
laterally restrained the top chord from sway and allowed for vertical load transfer. The remaining connections on the convention
center side used various slide and pot bearings to accommodate the
lateral movement of the bridge due to wind, as well as the building’s differential movement.
Originally the design intent was for the top chord on the convention center side to remain unattached from the building to give the
impression from the convention center terrace that the bridge was

floating. However, this presented a sway issue, and combined with
the flexible 30-ft-tall HSS that support the cantilevered walkways,
vibration, both vertical and lateral, was a concern due to pedestrian
foot traffic. (The design team consulted AISC Design Guide 11:
Vibrations of Steel-Framed Structural Systems Due to Human Activity—aisc.org/dg—to address vibration considerations.) Extensive
time history analyses were performed to determine the accelerations
pedestrians would perceive while on the bridge, and it was determined various connections to the existing structure needed to be
stiffened. This was accomplished by including stiffener plates at
some of the connections and by also connecting the top chord to
the Convention Center. The design team created a minimally invasive connection that reduce the amount of cladding and waterproofing demolition of the existing building and did not add significant
load onto the convention center framing. This connection met the
owner’s aesthetic expectations as well as their expectations for keeping the building fully functional during construction. The resulting
design increased the overall natural frequency, reduced sway, and
thereby reduced the perceived accelerations to a comfortable level,
all without increasing the overall tonnage of the structure or impacting movement capacity.
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Construction Challenges

Due to the location of the walkway over the street and train
station, it was not feasible to stick-build and shore the bridge inplace, as this would result in shutting down the train, and the street,
for an extended period. During the schematic design process the
design team met with the general contractor, steel fabricator, steel
erector, and erection engineer to devise a solution that maintained
the original design intent of clean lines with no exposed bolted
connections without disrupting the street traffic below.
The solution was to prefabricate the walkway in the fabrication shop and then ship large pieces to a parking lot a few blocks
from the construction site, where the entire bridge was reassembled on cribbing blocks and falsework over several months. Then,
in the course of one weekend, the bridge was transported down
4th Street on self-propelled mobile transporters, where a 900-ton
erection crane lifted it into place. It fit perfectly and was bolted to
pre-installed connections on the existing buildings. This construction and erection plan eliminated the majority of the dangerous
overhead structural work, as well as difficult and costly field welding. The off-site assembly and the use of bolted connections to
the existing structures, which would later be covered with building
cladding, allowed the crane to be brought in, the bridge to be transported and lifted, the crane removed, and the street reopened—all
in under 48 hours and with no safety issues.

A cross section of the bridge.
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Innovation

Since the steel structure is fully exposed, the owner and design
team desired a clean and beautiful finish, but chose not to implement
architecturally exposed structural steel (AESS) requirements—especially considering that not all the steel would be equally visible to
the bridge pedestrians. The design team worked with the general
contractor and fabricator to create mockups of the major connections to approve the weld and paint finishes. These approved mockups allowed the design team to specify the desired level of finish at
various locations, without requiring unnecessary finishes on pieces
that would not be visible. This proved to be more cost-effective
than specifying AESS on the entire structure, and most importantly,
allowed the design team and owner to visualize and understand what
the final product would be prior to fabrication.
The design teams shared their 3D models with the construction
team to facilitate quicker steel fabrication, and Walter P Moore
shared its 3D structural analysis model with the erection engineer,
Genesis Structures, to aid in its analysis of the stresses and stability
during the various stages of construction and erection.
The Hilton Overhead Walkway is now a prominent feature of
the downtown Austin skyline, an elegant example of how structural steel can support and enhance architectural design. The
bridge now serves as an unofficial gateway to the city as it greets
visitors arriving on the MetroRail and welcomes convention cen-

A detail of a bottom chord through-bolt
connection to a girder.

ter organizers and attendees with a well-connected
■
convention center district.
Owner
Joint ownership between Hilton
and the City of Austin
General Contractor
JE Dunn Construction, Austin
Architect
Gensler, Austin
Structural Engineer
Walter P Moore, Austin
Erection Engineer
Genesis Structures, Inc., Kansas City
Steel Team
Fabricator
W&W/AFCO Steel, San Angelo, Texas
Erector
Bosworth Steel Erectors, Inc., Dallas
Detailer
Consteel Technical Services, Ltd.,
Saltburn-by-the-Sea, U.K.

Innovation Highlights

Â No Beam or Column Damage Under Severe
Earthquake Loading
Â Faster Repair Following a Severe Earthquake
Â Less Steel + Less Fabrication Labor
= Up Front Cost Savings
Â No Field Welding + No Field Weld Inspection
= Fast Erection

Easy to Design

Â Stiffness Checks Performed in RAM or ETABS
Â Complimentary Design Assistance
Â Connection Design, Detail Sheets,
and Connection Schedules Provided

Resiliency
durafuseframes.com

contact@durafuseframes.com

801.727.4060

The bottom fuse plate
in DuraFuse Frames
protects the beams and
columns and is the only
part to be replaced after
a severe earthquake.
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